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The key change for the Saturn S-Series in came from the introduction of the wagon and an extra
coupe. Other changes included standard driver side airbag, new colors, and re-vamped
bumpers. Trunk space comes out to Wagons and sedans seat 5 while coupes seat 4. Air
conditioning comes as an option in all trims. Overall, consumers appreciate the solid
performance that the S-Series delivers at a reasonable price. However, they do have some
issues with inefficient oil consumption, road noise, handling, and the tight fit in the interior for
larger passengers. The Saturn S-Series made some positive changes by diversifying its trims.
Drivers who can live without the most modern technology will get what they pay for with this
solid compact. I replaced my piston rings,all gaskets including the intake manifold gasket,fixed
all vaccum leaks,new plugs and wires,new coolant sensor and wire plug,new pcv valve,coolant
flush and got the air bu Average user score. Based on 22 reviews. Super Economical Slightly
Sporty Mom-car. I Love My Old Saturn. Good Car by Karrie. Updated Jan 6, by Anonymous.
What's your take on the Saturn S-Series? Have you driven a Saturn S-Series? Rank This Car.
Cars compared to Saturn S-Series. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite
Favorite. Saturn S-Series Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale.
Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year The key change for the Saturn S-Series in came
from the introduction of the wagon and an extra coupe. Other changes included standard driver
side airbag, new colors, and re-vamped bumpers. Trunk space comes out to Wagons and
sedans seat 5 while coupes seat 4. Air conditioning comes as an option in all trims. Overall,
consumers appreciate the solid performance that the S-Series delivers at a reasonable price.
However, they do have some issues with inefficient oil consumption, road noise, handling, and
the tight fit in the interior for larger passengers. The Saturn S-Series made some positive
changes by diversifying its trims. Drivers who can live without the most modern technology will
get what they pay for with this solid compact. I replaced my piston rings,all gaskets including
the intake manifold gasket,fixed all vaccum leaks,new plugs and wires,new coolant sensor and
wire plug,new pcv valve,coolant flush and got the air bu Average user score. Based on 22
reviews. Super Economical Slightly Sporty Mom-car. I Love My Old Saturn. Good Car by Karrie.
Updated Jan 6, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Saturn S-Series? Have you driven a
Saturn S-Series? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Saturn S-Series. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Saturn S-Series Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year I recently
bought this car, and was driving good for some time. Later, wheel bearings got shot and I drove
the car for a week or two, with the clunking noise. During this time, when I used to start the car
in the morning it used to smoke a lot, smelled like burning diesel, no power, won't go beyond
mph. At this point if the car was in park, I used to floor the gas few times, RMP won't raise, after
few times car gets back to normal. If the car was in motin mph I used to let the gas and step on
it slowly as if driving very smoothly , it used to come back to life. I took it to mechanic to replace
the front driver's wheel bearing's and to take a look at this problem. Replaced new belt,
tensioner and a computer computer. Problem was till there when I test drove at the mechanic's
for just 2oo yards. But later on, the problem wasn. Again, the problem is back. I also noticed at
highway's the RPM stays at for long time and drops to when it's in top gear for few seconds and
again back to Sometimes, it's at RPM during idle park or stop sign. Mechanic says sensors
needs to be replaced. But don't know which one? After the computer change, Gas mileage is
poor. Today took it to the parts store. Service engine lights 32,33 and Replaced O2 sensor and
MAP sensor. Problem still exists but after replacing O2 sensor I notice some difference
smoother. Any advice appreciated. PS: engine was rebuilt 50, miles before and at the same time
new radiator put in as per the previous owner. Thanks xupthree60 The smoke coming from the
exaust is black, I don't know what it means? It doesn't look normal, cause the smoke comming
out the exaust is worst than normal and black clouds. Today I checked the oil level, I had to put
2 quarts of oil. Last oil change was miles before. I'm assuming the car's burning oil. But for
what? Will changing the thermostat help? Code 32 dissapeared after chainging the o2 sensor
and MAP sensor. BUt 33 and 45 still exists. Basicly replace the PCM coolant temp sensor and
the connector for it if it shows any signs of corrosion in the connector terminals. This would be
the first step. Will most likely repair the black smoke and possibly the MAP sensor code. A
lousy day in paradise is still a day in paradise. Find More Posts by ssicarman. I changed the
PCM coolant sensor two wire sensor. A little bit of coolant leaked. Do I have to tighten this unit
untill it gets all the way tightened or just enough when u feel it's tight. Also which is the order to
connect the wires to the connector? There's balck and yellow I believe I tried changing the
order, didn't make any difference. Does It matter? The wires were corroded, I cleaned it with gas
and sand paper, will this work or do I have to replace the wires it takes about a week to get the
parts, not in stock at the dealer or parts store will an alternative thing work for the wires? After
changing coolant sensor Idle is normal and smoke is gone and alot change in how the engine

works. Huge difference. Thanks for the earlier reply ssicarman any help appreciated. I'm
impressed with this site's help. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - SaturnFans.
The Saturn Enthusiasts Site. User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools.
Find More Posts by harsha. Find More Posts by xupthree Visit ssicarman's homepage! Find
More Posts by madpogue. Digg del. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Low Coolant, smoking
engine, then high revs Problem: Saturn wants to run at high RPM. Remove the fresh air intake
hose from the camshaft or rocker cover and remove the air inlet tube. Properly relieve the fuel
system pressure as follows: Remove the air cleaner or air intake duct, as applicable. Wrap a
shop rag around the fuel test port fitting at the lower rear of the engine, remove the cap and
connect pressure gauge tool SAE or equivalent. Install the bleed hose into an approved
container and open the valve to bleed the system pressure. After the system pressure is bled,
remove the gauge from the pressure test port and recap it. Clean the female end of the quick
connect fitting by spraying it with penetrating oil, then detach the large underhood fuel line
connection located near the intake manifold support brace on the left side of the vehicle using
the tool supplied with the replacement filter, SAE or equivalent. Raise and support the vehicle
safely. Disengage the quick connect fitting at the fuel filter inlet rear of the filter by pinching the
2 plastic tangs together and pulling on the supply line. Loosen the fuel filter band clamp nut, but
do not completely remove. Carefully push or pull the filter out of the assembly and discard the
filter in an appropriate container. Make sure all lines are in place and will not interfere with or be
damaged by filter installation, then tighten the bracket nuts to 27 inch lbs. Clean the female end
of the filter inlet quick connect fitting by holding the line facing downward and spraying
penetrating oil up into the fitting. Be careful not to bend or kink the line. If not already installed,
insert a new snap lock retainer into the female end of the filter inlet quick connect fitting. Route
the filter' nylon outlet line through the band clamp and insert the filter far enough into the band
clamp to connect the outlet line to the engine's fuel line attachment. Lubricate the male end of
the connector with clean engine oil, snap the connector together and pull on the line to verify
proper fitting. Lubricate the male end of the fuel supply line with clean engine oil. Snap the line
into the fuel filter and pull back to verify that the fitting is secure. Tighten the band clamp nut to
89 inch lbs. Lower the vehicle and install the air cleaner or intake duct, as applicable. Connect
the air inlet tube and fresh air hose. Connect the negative battery cable, then prime the fuel
system as follows: Turn the ignition ON for 5 seconds and then OFF for 10 seconds. Crank the
engine until it starts. If it does not start, repeat Steps a-c. Run the engine and check for leaks.
Thanks for using 2CarPros. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Axle
Assembly. CV Axle Assembly. CV Boot Kit. Spindle Nut. Spindle Nut Washer. Wheel Bearing.
Wheel Bearing Set. Wheel Hub Assembly. Wheel Hub Repair Kit. Wheel Hub and Bearing Kit.
Wheel Nut Cover. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Beck
Arnley. DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Features: Save labor with easy
installation methods Comes with grease and clamps Rugged silicone or neoprene materials
offer a high resistance to cracking, rotting and leaking The Speedi and Quick Boot are installed
without special tools. Dorman CV Boot Kit. Product List Price:. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Dorman CV Boot - Outer. Dorman CV Boot - Inner. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. Features: Help restore the vehicle to like-new condition Constructed of high
strength OE materials Resists environmental contamination Protects the CV joint from
premature failure. Catalog: B. Vehicle Saturn SL1. Catalog: A. Catalog: Q. Sometimes after
turning car off, it makes a noise in the driver's door panel that sounds like a small motor
running and sometimes it is clicking. The noise will continue even after restarting the car until
the battery is run down and has to be charged. Could this be power window motor going bad, or
the door locks or what? Do you. That noise ur hearing is probably ur door lock actuator staying
on. Next time that noise happens get out of the car and look at ur driverside door lock cyclinder
see if it's turned to the left or right instead of being straight up and down. If it's turn to the left or
right then that's why ur door lock actuator is staying on. When the cyclinder gets worn or ur key
gets worn it allows ur key to come out when the cyclinder is left or ri
e2eb 015hb wiring diagram
honda pilot 2012 owners manual
dna 250 wiring diagram
ght instead of just straight up. Allow the actuator to stay on. Let me know what u find. Was this
answer. I checked the key hole, door lock on the outside of the car like you suggested and it is
slanted to the right. What do I do now? There's a switch on the door lock cyclinder when it's left
or right it will keep the door lock actuator on. U can just make sure it's straight up every time. Or

u can start by having a new key made at the Saturn dealer they will make a fresh key instead of
copying the old worn out one. If the new key doesn't come out in the left or right postion it's
fixed. If not then u will have to replace the tumblars in the cyclinder or replace the whole
cyclinder. Please login or register to post a reply. You go out to your car and the battery is dead
overnight, this can be frustrating to say the least especially when you are late to work or got the
kids ready for school and New Battery, No Lights Left My Car Broke Down Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free!

